FEATURES/TELEVISION (partial list)

OLD DADS
Miramax
Prod: Monica Levinson
Dir: Bill Burr
Bobby Cannavale, Bokeem Woodbine
THE UNBEARABLE WEIGHT OF MASSIVE TALENT (LA Designer)
Lionsgate
Dir: Tom Gormican
Nicolas Cage

WANDER DARKLY
51 Minds Entertainment
Prod: Lynette Howell Taylor, Monica Levinson
Dir: Tara Miele
Sienna Miller, Diego Luna

THE ROOKIE (Pilot)
ABC
Prod: Alexi Hawley, Mark Gordon
Dir: Liz Friedlander
Nathan Fillion, Alyssa Diaz

THE PUBLIC
Cedarvale Pictures
Prod: Lisa Niedenthal
Dir: Emilio Estevez
Alec Baldwin, Jeffrey Wright

THE SPACE BETWEEN US
STX Entertainment
Prod: Kevin Halloran
Dir: Peter Chelsom
Gary Oldman, Britt Robertson

RAY DONOVAN (Seasons 1-3)
Showtime
Prod: Mark Gordon
Dir: Various
Liev Schreiber, Paula Malcomson

PWN SHOP CHRONICLES
Anchor Bay Films
Prod: Charles Rapp
Dir: Wayne Kramer
Paul Walker, Matt Dillon

TEXAS KILLING FIELDS
Anchor Bay Films
Prod: Michael Mann
Dir: Ami Canaan Mann
Sam Worthington, Jessica Chastain

THE MECHANIC
CBS Films
Prod: Rene Besson
Dir: Simon West
Jason Statham

MANAGEMENT
Temple Hill Entertainment
Prod: Wyck Godfrey
Dir: Jennifer Aniston, Steve Zahn

THE MIDNIGHT MEAT TRAIN
Lionsgate Films
Prod: David Rubin
Dir: Ryûuhei Kitamura
Bradley Cooper, Brooke Shields

CRANK
Lakeshore Entertainment
Prod: David Rubin
Dir: Mark Neveldine, Brian Taylor
Jason Statham

HOOT
Walden Media
Prod: Tom Prince
Dir: Wil Shriner
Luke Wilson, Brie Larson

LIES & ALIBIS
Summit Entertainment
Prod: Eric Feig
Dir: Matt Checkowski, Kurt Mattila
Steve Coogan, Rebecca Romijn

CELLULAR
New Line Cinema
Prod: Dean Devlin
Dir: David R. Ellis
Chris Evans, Jason Statham

11:14
Media 8 Entertainment
Prod: David Rubin, Beau Flynn
Dir: Greg Marcks
Patrick Swayze, Hilary Swank

S.W.A.T.
Columbia Pictures Corporation
Prod: Neal Moritz
Dir: Clark Johnson
Samuel L. Jackson, Colin Farrell

SHOWTIME
Warner Brothers
Prod: Eric McLeod
Dir: Tom Dey
Robert De Niro, Eddie Murphy

THE INSIDER (Assoc. Costume Designer)
Touchstone Pictures
Prod: Pieter Jann Bruurge
Dir: Michael Mann
Al Pacino, Russell Crowe

COMMERCIALS (partial list)

Dell, *United Airlines, Quicken Loans, Dodge, Indeed, Walgreens, Hidden Valley Ranch, Lincoln, Bose, Popeyes, Johnny Walker, Mazda, Morningstar, Campbell’s Soup, McDonald’s, Almond Joy, **Army, ***Capital One, Pepsi, A&T, Comcast, Avion, Bud Light, Fiber One, Green Mountain Coffee, One A Day, Ameriprise, Fry’s, Icebreakers, Islands, Wendy’s, Kellogg’s, Nikon, Verizon, T-Mobile, US Cellular, Lexus, Sirius Radio, Steak-N-Shake, Subaru, Strongbow Cider, Six Flags, Allstate, Blockbuster, Yellow Book, DirecTV, Nationwide Insurance, ESPN Monday Night Football, NASCAR, Advil

DIRECTORS (partial list)

Jon Barber, Andrew Becker, Juergen Bollmeyer, Zach Braff, Matt Checkowski, Tom Dey, Henrik Hansen, Blair Hayes, Phil Joanou, Erich Joiner, Rory Kelleher, Alex Laubscher, Victoria Mahoney, Kurt Mattila, Gia Messner, Vadim Perelman, Kati Prosser, Joe Pytka, Jake Scott, Tony Scott, Gabrielle Simpson, Gore Verbinski, Rupert Wainwright, Simon West, Jason Wulfsohn

*2020 Sundance Film Festival Official Selection – U.S. Dramatic Competition
**2016 Costume Designers Guild Awards Nominee – Outstanding Contemporary Television Series
***2015 Costume Designers Guild Awards Nominee – Outstanding Contemporary Television Series

*2020 Costume Designers Guild Award Winner - Excellence in Short Form Design
**2016 Costume Designers Guild Award Winner – Excellence in Commercial Design
***2006 Costume Designers Guild Award Winner – Best Commercial Costume Design